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Bilge Pump Switches:
Water Witch Wins
In a test of 17 automatic switches, the electronically operated Water Witch
230 kept our bilge the driest. The rugged Sure Bail is a Best Buy.
is the lowly guardian of
Theswitch
automatic
a boat's
bowels. bilge
Its solepump
purpose: Switch on the pump when a predetermined level of water is detected
in the bilge, and turn off the pump
wl1en the bilge is dry. The task may
sound simple, but the bilge itselfwith its corrosive mix of seawater, oil,
shards of fiberglass, and other debris-makes it a tough job.

What We Tested
Thirty different automatic switches flood
the market today. They are grouped into
three main categories: the pivoting arm,
the vertical float, and the electronic
pump switch. We tested 17 switches:
eight verticals, five pivoting arms, and
four electronic. (Seesidebar on Page 13.)
Seasoned mariners usually will be
able to identify what type of bilge
pump switch is fitted in their vessel
and when the last time the switch was
replaced. And just like most other
accessory items on board, everyone
seems to have a preference or an opinion as to which type of bilge pump
switch is the best. Sometimes, preference is based on years of trouble-free
service; other times it's formed from
spending hours hanging head first in
the bilge trying to determine why the
auto portion of the pump won't work.
Hopefully, an opinion is not based on
a failure that resulted in a flooded bilge
or dockside sinking.

How We Tested
We were most interested in how each
switch performed under simulated
worst-case scenarios.
We decided to go all out and build a
simulated bilge, complete with seawa-

Recommended switches: At the top, from left to right, are the MPI Sure Bail
DEL-3D and the Rule-A-Matic Plus Model 40. In the center is the West Marine
model 543561. On the bottom, from left to right, are the Ultra Safety Mini, the
36152 from Johnson Pumps, and the Water Witch 230.
ter, debris, and motor oil. Our test bilge
consisted of a 16" x 16" x 6' plywood
box with a bulkhead wall in the middle
of the box. The bulkhead wall has a series of 1" holes, each with plastic flow
control flaps.
We mounted a small Rule 350 bilge
pump on one side of the bulkhead and
pumped the seawater over to the opposite side of the compartment. Ten
gallons of salt water, 1 pint of very
used motor oil, two handfuls of sawdust, two handfuls of fiberglass hole
saw shavings, and a 1fz bag of Doritos
were added to the test bilge.
To make our test more interesting,

we slid a 6" diameter piece of schedule 40 PVC pipe under the middle of
the bilge box, creating our very own
sea-saw slosh box. This allowed us to
really mix up the bilge stew and simulate a moderate sea state. Each float
switch was required to empty the
pump compartment three times with
the bilge at rest, followed by three
times with the bilge water and debris surging in from the holding compartment. The entire routine was
completed twice in an attempt to
detect any conditions where the
tested switch failed to activate the
bilge pump and required interven-
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tion. After the wet portion of our test,
each switch was removed from the
tank, cleaned up with bilge cleaner,
and closely inspected.

Pivoting Float Switch

The Rule-A-Matic Plus Model 40 float
switch is a mercury contact switch,
housed in a hollow plastic float arm.
Although mercury is not an environmentally friendly choice of materials,
this switch is well made and the vial
of mercury is very small. The wires
on the Rule 40 that exit the pivot arm
are of high grade and, unlike the Sure
Bail and West Marine, are protected
with a strain-relief grommet. The unit
comes standard with a non-removable
guard cage and is fitted with a float
test knob, allowing local testing ofthe
switch. The plastic arm ofthis switch
is hollow and very light, so it had a
tendency to flop up and miss-cycle
when subjected to a rush of water.
The guard case around the Rule 40
Plus did aid in counteracting some of
the bilge surge.
Sure Bail by Marine Products International is a 100 percent urethane
foam filled pivoting arm switch that
contains a large glass vial of mercury
that acts as the contact switch. We
have the same environmental reservations as with the Rule model 40,

but it is hard to find a switch that is
built as robust as this one. The Sure
Bail is a physically large switch that
comes standard with an integral, nonremovable guard cage. The wire leads
that exit the switch pivot are flexible
and long. However, this switch lacks a
test button on the side of the guard cage.
The only way to test it is to unscrew the
guard from the hull or to grab the wires
exiting the switch and give them a twist.
Either method is not convenient.
In the tank, the Sure Bail performed very well. Because the Sure
Bail's float arm is urethane filled and
larger than that of the Rule model 40,
the arm's extra weight gave it an edge
when subjected to bilge surge.
West Marine's 543561 pivoting arm
float switch uses a steel ball that rolls
up and down a channeled pocket inside of the float's hollow arm. As the
float arm tips up in the water, the ball
rolls to the back of the arm and the ball's
weight closes a micro switch. The roller
ball design is an excellent alternative to
the mercury switch. However, we discovered a possible installation issue. The
electrical wires of this switch exit
through the center ofthe float'spivot arm,
and if the wires are secured within 3"of
the float or pulled and dressed too tightly
during installation, you could end up
restrictingthe freedom ofthe pivot move-

ment and thus create a sticky float.
The weight of the ball, which is in
the forward portion ofthe float arm, did
a good job ofkeeping the float arm from
popping up prematurely when subjected to bilge surge.
Attwood's #4201-7 is a Mercury-free
design'with long (36") wire leads. This
is the widest pivoting arm switch in our
test group, measuring almost 4" across
x4-W' long. The movement ofthe pivot
arm feels very positive, but this switch
is only rated at 12 amps (lowest in the
group). Although this switch has a 3year warranty, trying to contact the factory has proven very elusive. There is
no phone number on Attwood's packaging,on the provided instruction sheet,
or on its website.
Rule's "Super Switch" #37WG.This
mercury switch with a 20-amp rating
is an aging design, but has a highly recognizable name. If your boat is more
than 10 years old, chances are you
have already replaced several Super
Switches. The lower mounting flange
tab is located directly under the float
arm, which makes the installation a
bear. The pivot arm has decent movement, yet the outer insulation jacketing of the switch wire does not seat
securely into the switch's body. This
leaves the inner wire cores exposed.
A strain relief grommet like the one on
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Switch Types Explained
PIVOTING ARM FLOAT: This is the simplest type of switch on the market. As the bilge water

Vertical Float Switch
Johnson Pump's model
36152 is a vertical float
switch

that

sealed

plastic

uses

a small
pod

that

floats "up" inside of the
switch's
internal
chamber when the appropriate
level of water is present.
Once the small plastic

rises, the pivoting arm floats up and closes the switch circuit (continuity) at a preset level.
Pros: The low-tech design makes itthe least expensive. Testing is usually simple: liftthe float and
see if your pump works. Installation is a snap.
Cons: It requires flexible, smaller diameter wiring (usually 16-18 gauge) that limitthe switch's
maximum amperage capacity and increases the likelihood of failure. This type is prone to
excessive pump cycling as water surges through the bilge.
Bottom line: This type is best suited for narrow bilges or sumps where surge is not an issue,
and it will serve well as an inexpensive backup or secondary switch. A robust one, like the
SureBail, is a perfect fitfor those who favor simplicity.
VERTICAL FLOAT SWITCHES: This design features a vertical guide tube that is fitted with a life

pod floats to the top of the chamber,
the magnet
inside
of the pod activates
an opposing
magnetic
reed
switch
receiver,
which
in turn acti-

ring-style float, embedded with a small magnet. As the bilge water rises, the ring floats up the
guide tube, and the magnet inside activates a micro-switch located in a separate watertight
compartment in the unit's case.
Pros: The vertical switch promises a longer life cycle because the circuit connection is made via

vates the pump circuit.
The Johnson
comes fitted with a small float test lever on the side of the switch
and is

a magnetic reed switch, similar to wired door sensors found on most residential home security
systems.

easily disassembled
via two Phillips
head self-tapping
screws. This switch
is simple,
serviceable,
attractively
priced,
and should
provide
many
years of trouble-free
service.
When
dunked
into our tank of
gunk, JP's 36152 performed
very well.
Bilge surge was not an issue because
the switch is fitted with an air vent on
the top of its float chamber.

This vent

serves to equalize
the pressure
exerted on the internal
float chamber,
which in turn regulates
of the float.

the movement

West Marine's 3685443

deluxe

switch
is a private-labeled
version
of the Johnson
Pump # 36152. Even
though
we found
the Johnson
at a
lower price, the West Marine version
is a better choice because
of West's
no-questions-asked
Ultra Safety

warranty.
Systems
manufac-

tures the Ultra Pumpswitch in three
versions:
Senior,
Junior,
and Mini.
They are the most robust
switches
in our test group.
These high-quality switches
are manufactured
with

Cons: Added complexity can be a drawback with any mechanical system trying to survive the

bilge. Inspection and manual testing is difficulton some units. '.
Bottom line: If sloshing water is a causing false pump cycling and you're skeptical of electronic

switches, then an upgrade to a vertical float like the Johnson Electronic Switch (part no. 36152)
or it's twin, the West Marine Magnum (part no. 3685443), or it) might be in order. For an industrial
strength switch (at an equally hefty pricetag), pick one of the switches from Ultra Safety Systems.
This completely sealed switch has no moving parts and an adjustable activation height, therefore pump activation is dependent on how high or low you mount the switch.
All four electronic switches tested work this way.
Electronic switches' microprocessors can control pump-delay routines. Example: the Water
Witch won't turn on the bilge pump until its sensor has detected water for 6-8 continuous seconds.
This feature protects against pump stutter often experienced in moderate sea states with a
pivoting arm switch. At the end of the pump cycle, when the Water Witch determines there is no
ELECTRONIC:

water in the bilge, it willturn offthe pump after a 14-second delay. This delay helps to better purge
the water that is in the pump hose.
All the electronic switches tested use a patented detection circuitry. SeeWater's WaterSmart
switch and the Water Witch use capacitance detection. Johnson's Ultima switch and MSC's Sensa
Switch use Mirus field effect technology. One of the key motivations behind developing capacitance detection and field effect technology was to prevent the pumping of hydrocarbon-based
fluids into the environment. With that said, each manufacturer claims that its switch can detect ifa
bilge is full of gas, diesel, or oil, and will prevent the bilge pump from activating before the
hydrocarbons are removed.
Pros: With no moving parts, these switches shouldn't fail. Internal microprocessors
delay pumping to counteract surging. Environment-friendly.

can

Cons: Electrical power is required, though this is nominal, typically .004 amps per hour or
less. A bilge severely contaminated with oil, or other petroleum-based products, could prevent
some of these units from functioning. Installation on some units can be more of a chore.
Bottom Line: Want to install a switch and forget about it? This type is your best bet.

quired a fair amount of extra cleaning after our oily bilge test to restore
them to a presentable state.
The USS switches never faltered
when immersed in our tank, and we
were very satisfied with their performance. But after we finished our testing and flushed the tank with bilge
cleaner, we noticed that we could no
longer see into the USS's Plexiglas
cylinder tank. Upon closer inspection,
we noticed that the very same cylinder that protected the vertical float
from debris and water surge, also
didn't let the bilge cleaner get inside
of the cylinder with sufficient agitation to clean the interior wall.
Realistically, anyone who keeps
their bilge as dirty as our test bilge
doesn't deserve one of these top-end
switches. But at $100 per switch, we
werj3 hoping for hose down maintenance, like a pivoting arm float.
Aqualarm's SS-209-12 andPS-309-

12 vertical float switches are similar
in design to USS's Ultra line, but are
manufactured with lower-cost materials. Aqualarm uses a vertical shaft
made of plastic. Its tank is made of thin
wall plastic vs. USS's stainless steel shaft
and thick-wall Plexiglas tank.
During the pump test, we found it
necessary to adjust the PS309's vertical plane (one of the mounting screws
that we installed into the plywood tank
didn't take). While moving the switch
around the tank of water, we inadvertently popped off the bottom screen
guard ofthe switch. Needless to say,the
plastic guard was invisible in our contained compartment of dirty bilge water. It was surprising to see that only a
cheap plastic wafer-held in place by a
rubber band-style strap-protects the
bottom ofthis switch.
The Aqualarrn did perform well in
our test tank of debris and oil. Although
this switch is half the cost of an Ultra
pump switch, we feel that it lacks durability and value.
The Piranha pump switch by Shurflo
is designed around a small round float
ring that rides up the center ofa 1)/' plastic shaft, which trips a magnetic reed
switch at the top position. This is a compact switch with a nice size mounting
base, but it lacks a switch test knob, and
its case is sealed on all sides. Thus, if
you suspected that the switch was on

the fritz,you would have no
way of manually activating
the float unless you either
removed the switch from
the hull and turned it upside down or attacked the
top cover with a large flatbladed screwdriver. We did
manage to pry open the
Piranha's top cover, but
broke the cover's glue joint
in the process. The Piranha
appears to be designed as
a disposable switch.
During the test tank
evaluations, twice we observed the Piranha activating late. The Piranha is designed with a pump start
delay of two seconds, but
in both instances the
switch was fully submerged for over six seconds. Just as we were about
to reach down and give the
switch a wakeup call, the
unit cycled on. Our first
Above: Each swjtch was tested jn a "bj]ge box"
thought was that the excessive debris that we had that jncluded salt water, used oj], sawdust, fjberglass shavjngs, and Dodtos.
placed in the bilge had compromised the switch, but
during our post-test clean-up, we found
sor set at the 2"-high water level detects
no evidence of this. The difference bea disruption in the micro electrical field
tween two seconds and six seconds is
for more than three seconds, it will turn
relatively insignificant, but the lack of
the bilge pump on.
Because both of these switches are
consistency concerns us.
Bottom Line: The Johnson Pump I·
completely sealed in sonically welded
West Marine deluxe switches are priced
cases, they should in theory outlast the
vessel. Per the installation manuals,
about the same as a pivoting arm float
these switches must be mounted vertiswitch, but perform better when subjected to surging bilge water. The qualcally on top of a 3/s" hull spacer block.
ity ofthe switches from Ultra Safety SysStated clearly in the Sensa-Switch and
tems are without equal.
UltimaSwitch's manual is the following:
"Test with water in bilge to be sure
Electronic
pump turns on and off properly. If not,
reposition (Sensa-Switch/UltimaSwitch)
Pump Switch
for proper operation." We did not have
Material Sciences Corporation's (MSC)
Sensa-Switch Marine 20 and Johnson
to reposition either switch in our test
are identical
tank but wonder why anything would
Pump's UltimaSwitch
units, based on patented Mirus detecneed to be repositioned if the spacer
block is mounted flat to the hull and the
tor cell technology. The magic behind
electronic switch is mounted vertically
this technology involves the creation of
a micro-electrical field inside of a small
down to the spacer block.
Both of these switches operated adsealed plastic enclosure. Mirus field
mirably in our bilge of mire, with no
effect sensors can detect disruptions in
difficulty in determining high or low wathe energy field from inside of the plaster levels.
tic case that are caused by the presence
SeeWater's Water Smart Pump
of bilge water touching the outside of
the switch's case. When the Mirus senSwitch uses a single lis" diameter x 4"-

long exposed probe to sense the presence of bilge water. Although this
switch is rated for an eight-second
delay after pump activation to help
keep the pump's discharge hose clear,
the delay that we observed was more
in the 4-5 second range.
SeeWater Inc. has a few lines written in the troubleshooting section of its
installation manual that causes us some
concern. "Make sure the plastic switch
case is clean of soap or soap by-products. Clean the switch case with oil
based products: cleaning solvent, kerosene or WD-40." As far as we are concerned, cleaning with kerosene is not
standard operating procedure (SOP)
onboard a vessel.
The SeeWaterperformed properly in
our test tank, but we prefer switches that
don't have 4"-10ngsensing probes fully
eXPQsedto bilge hazards.
The Water Witch 230 was the only
electronic pump switch in our test group
that performed like a vertical float
switch. The 230 has an exposed capacitance sensor element, embedded on
its tiny 2-5/8" x 1-5/8" case. This is
the smallest unit in our test group. The
Water Witch can be mounted in any
plane and on any angle. As long as
water touches the switch's lower sensing element for six to eight seconds,
the switch will activate. So you have
complete control of when the switch
will activate by altering the mounting
height of the switch during installation. Additionally, this switch also has
a nice 14-second end-of-cycle delay,
which allows more than ample time
to clear the bilge pump's discharge
hose on most boats.
During our 1996 bilge switch comparison, an earlier version of the Water Witch gave lackluster performance, but the manufacture says it
has undergone several design improvements since then. One complaint that came up in 1996 was that
soap residue could fool the switch into
thinking there is water in the bilge.
We can report back that we thoroughly
washed our test tank with a heavy
dose of bilge cleaner at the end of our
test, and the Water Witch 230 operated flawlessly.
The Water Witch 230 was the last
one into the tank and subjected to the
most oil and froth. The Water Witch's

230 was completely immune to pump
stutter and performed flawlessly. The
Water Witch company manufactures
five different models of this switch design, along with a complete line of
bilge high-water alarm panels and
bilge pump cycle counters. The 230
is backed by an unequaled 7-yearwarranty and we recieved outstanding
customer service during a test call to
the manufacturer.
According to engineers at Water
Witch, the switch does have a unique
problem with non-biodegradable
suds, like Joy dish washing liquid. Effectively, the switch might read a
bubble on its sensor as water, which
would cause the switch to activate the
pump. For this reason, we would not
recommend these units for shower
sump pumps, unless the sump was
easily accessible.
Bottom Line: For less than half the
cost of an Ultra Safety Systems switch,
the Water Witch 230 electronic switch
easily matches the performance levels we observed with USS Jr.'s mechanical switch, with the added advantage of no moving parts.

Conclusions
If the simplicity of a pivoting float
switch best suits your needs, pick one
that has a good warranty. If your vessel requires a switch that is a little
more robust than a pivoting float, then
the vertical float is a good choice. And
if you are completely turned offby mechanical float switches and want a
sealed, no-moving-parts solution, then
an electronic switch is the way to go.
Of the five pivoting-arm float
switches tested, the Rule-A-Matic Plus
Model 40, the Sure Bail, and the West
Marine 543561 roller ball switch are our
recommended choices. Although each
of these switches varies in internal design, anyone of them should do the job
for a number of years. Our top choice in
this category, however, would be the
Sure Bail because of its tough construction, followed by the Rule-A-Matic 40.
The West 543561 is the least expensive
($19.99)-and we like that it's mercuryfree-but it has no guard cage.
The Johnson Pump's 36152 / West
Marine Deluxe vertical float switches
take top honors in the vertical-switch
category. They easily handled bilge wa-

ter surge-and are in the same price
range as a good pivoting arm float
switch. Although the price of the Ultra
Safety System's Mini is over the top, so
is the switch's robust construction. In
our estimation, this mechanical switch
should last at least 20 years, and best
exemplifies "when failure is not an option."
The Water Witch 230 Electronic
bilge pump switch was the most responsive to changes in water level and
was the easiest to install ofthe four electronic pump switches. For some, it
might be difficult to turn over control of
your bilge to a switch that has no external moving parts, but we were impressed with the way that this switch
operated in our test tank. The Witch's
7-year warranty, 20-amp rating, and 14second "pump off delay" are all very
compelling reasons to upgrade to an
electronic unit.
Though dockside sinking is a slight
possibility, corrosive salt water sloshing around in your bilge while you are
underway is more likely-and will do
long-term damage to critical systems
in the bilge (steering ram, autopilot
drive motor, electrical junction boxes,
etc.). Every manufacturer claims superiorreliability with the use ofbetter technology, but'at the end ofthe day, a dirty
oily bilge trumps all. Keep your bilge
clean and debris free, inspect your float
switeh often for any deterioration ofthe
insulation on the wires, and give the
switch a TLC bath at least twice a
year. Also, we recommend either installing a redundant system or a secondary high water bilge alarm .•
Aqualarm, 888/298-6206,
aqualarm.net
Attwood, attwoodmarine.com
Johnson Pumps, 847/671-7867,
johnson-pumps.com
Sensa-StY, 630/221-9000
MPI/ Sure Bail, 800/845-5255
Rule, 978/281-0440,
rule-in dustries. com
See Water Inc, 888/733-9283,
seewaterinc.com
SurfloPump, 800/854-3218,
shurflo.com
Ultra Safety Systems, 800/433-boat,
ultrasafetysystems.com
Water Witch Inc., 800/654-4783,
waterwitchinc. com
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